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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 

A rotary impact wrench clutch mechanism including 
a rotary anvil adapted to deliver a rotary blow 
to a fastener, a rotary hammer carrier mounted 
around the anvil and connected to a motor, and 
a pair of diametrically opposed hammer dogs piv 
oted on the carrier to tilt inwardly to strike a blow to the 
anvil. The clutch mechanism includes a cam operative to 
tilt the hammer dogs inwardly to strike a blow and then to 
allow the dogs to pass the anvil without striking a blow 
during the following rotation of the carrier. The ham 
mer dogs are proportioned and pivoted so that they auto 
matically remain in the non-impact position until they 
are cammed inwardly and they are returned to the non 
impact position during their rebound by inertial forces 
following impact with the anvil. The tool clutch is oper 
ative in either direction of rotation and includes stop 
means for automatically preventing the dogs from tilting 
in the wrong direction in either direction of rotation. 
During the instant of impact inertial forces hold the ham 
mer dogs against sliding out of engagement with the 
anvil. 

BACKGROUND OF INVENTION 

This invention relates to a power-operated rotary im 
pact wrench or impact tool for applying rotary or angu 
lar impacts to fasteners such as threaded nuts, bolts, etc. 
In particular, this invention relates to a rotary impact 
tool mechanism for changing the rotating torque of a 
rotary motor, such as an air-driven motor, to a series of 
rapid rotary impacts which can be applied to a threaded 
nut for either driving it tight or for removing it. 

Most rotary impact mechanisms in use today contain 
an anvil adapted to be connected to a wrench socket 
and a hammer rotated by a motor. The hammer is alter 
nately engaged and disengaged from the anvil, being 
engaged to impact the anvil, thereafter being disengaged 
from the anvil to gather rotary speed again, prior to 
striking another impact to the anvil. Various means are 
used for accomplishing this alternate engagement and 
disengagement between the anvil and hammer. 
One well known impact mechanism used today is 

known as the “Pott” mechanism, being named after the 
inventor who received US. Pat. Nos. 2,012,916, 2,049, 
273 and 2,158,303. A modern version of the “Pott” mech 
anism is shown in the US. patent to Jimmerson No. 
2,160,150. In the Jimmerson patent, the hammer is mount 
ed on a shaft driven by a motor and cam balls are mount 
ed between the hammer and the shaft with the cam balls 
resting in V-shaped grooves formed on the shaft with the 
cam balls resting in V-shaped grooves formed on the shaft. 
Normally, a coil spring biases the hammer into engage 
ment position with the anvil wherein the cam balls rest 
in the apexes of their grooves. After the hammer strikes 
the anvil, the shaft continues to rotate and the relative 
rotation between the shaft and hammer causes the cam 
balls to ride up their groves and pull the hammer axially 
rearward to disengagement position, thus compressing 
and storing potential energy in the hammer biasing spring. 
When the hammer is disengaged from the anvil, the com 
bined energy in the compressed spring and the rotating 
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shaft turns the hammer forward to deliver another im 
pact to the anvil. 
The “Pott” mechanism has several disadvantages, one 

being that when a pair of diametrically opposed hammer 
dogs are used, the hammer strikes an impact each half 
turn which prevents it from gaining su?icient speed be~ 
tween impacts. 
Another well known impact mechanism is disclosed in 

the US. patent to Amtsberg, No. 2,881,884. In this 
mechanism, the hammer is spring-biased axially away 
from the anvil to a disengaged position and cams oper 
ated by the relative rotation between the anvil and ham 
mer cause the hammer to be periodically thrown axially 
forward to strike a rotary impact with the anvil. This 
mechanism is known as the “ski~jump” mechanism. 
One disadvantage of the above Amtsberg “ski-jump” 

mechanism is that if the hammer is driven slower than 
its design speed, the hammer teeth will not be thrown 
far enough anxially forward to engage the anvil teeth 
properly upon impact. When the hammer teeth are not 
thrown far enough forward, they “top,” “dub” or barely 
strike the anvil jaws or teeth which causes rapid wear of 
such teeth. Another disadvantage of the above “ski 
pump” mechanism is that under certain conditions, it 
will rebound and strike the anvil jaws several times after 
an initial impact before rotating past the anvil jaws and 
gaining speed for a following impact. “Rebounding” is 
wasteful of power and time and, thus, is undesirable. 
A third mechanism is known as the “swinging weight” 

mechanism and is disclosed in the US. Pat. No. 2,285,638 
to Amtsberg. This mechanism uses a pair of diametrically 
opposed tilting hammer dogs which rotate around a lobed 
anvil and are cammed into an impact position with they 
lobes or jaws on the anvil by engagement with the anvil. 
The hammer dogs are released by the cams on the anvil 
immediately before impact and means is provided for 
applying a drive torque to the dogs to cause them to 
rotate to a disengaging position following an impact. 
The “swinging weight” mechanism has the disadvan 

tage of impacting each half turn of the ham-mer, when 
two hammer dogs are used, thus preventing the hammer 
from gaining sufficient speed between impacts. It is de 
sirable to provide a pair of hammer dogs so that the 
anvil will receive “a balanced blow,” i.e., a pair of im 
pacts delivered to the opposite sides of the anvil. 

Another disadvantage of the “swinging weight” mech 
anism is that it often rebounds after impact and strikes 
a blow on its reverse stroke, which is very undesirable, 
because not only is it ine?icient, but it is acting in the 
reverse rotary direction. 

SUMMARY OF INVENTION 

The principal object of this invention is to provide a 
rotary impact mechanism which overcomes the undesir 
able features of the foregoing impact mechanisms and, 
in general, signi?cantly advances the art of rotary impact 
wrenches. 

Other important objects of this invention are: to pro 
vide a rotary impact tool which does not “top” or “dub” 
its dogs or teeth; to provide a rotary impact tool which 
provides a balanced impact to the anvil while driving 
the hammer one full turn between impacts; to provide 
a rotary impact tool which does not strike any blows in 
either rotary direction during rebound from an impact 
blow; to provida an impact mechanism using radially 
tilting hammer dogs surrounding an anvil and having a 
non-impact position of the dogs wherein the hammer can 
rotate free of the anvil; to provide an impact mechanism 
having radially tilting hammer dogs and an automatic 
means for preventing the hammer dogs from tilting in 
the wrong direction in either direction of operation; to 
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provide an impact mechanism having a radially tilting 
hammer dog which automatically tilts to its non-impact 
position following impact without the application of 
torque to the pivot of the hammer dog; to provide an 
impact mechanism having a radially tilting hammer dog 
which is shaped, proportioned and has a mass which 
causes the creation of inertia forces that prevent the 
hammer dog from disengaging during the instant of 
impact; to provide an impact mechanism which can 
strike an initial blow which is stronger than the following 
normal blows; and to provide an impact mechanism hav 
ing a hammer dog shaped and positioned to create inertial 
forces acting to move the hammer dog to its non-impact 
ing position relative to the anvil during rebound of the 
hammer dog following impact with the anvil. 

In general, the foregoing objects are attained in a 
rotary impact mechanism including an anvil carrying a 
pair of jaws, teeth or detents, a hammer carrier surround 
ing the anvil and carrying a pair of diametrically opposed 
tilting hammer dogs. Tht hammer dogs have a middle 
position where they can rotate around the anvil without 
engaging it and can be tilted to impact the anvil jaws in 
either direction of rotation. The hammer dogs are linked 
together by a yoke means causing them to move in unison 
and a cam or actuation means cooperating with the anvil 
and hammer dogs, is operative to tilt the hammer dogs 
inwardly to their impact positions once, each revolution 
of the hammer carrier. An automatic stop or limit means 
prevents them from tilting to the wrong impact position 
in each direction of rotation. The dogs are proportioned 
and mounted so that they automatically swing to their 
non-impact positions following an impact during rebound 
of the hammer dogs. This automatic return of the hammer 
dogs to their non-impact positions is caused by inertial 
forces resulting from the shape, mass and location of the 
dogs in conjunction with the rebound and subsequent 
acceleration ‘of the dogs following their impact with the 
anvil. In addition, during impact of the dogs with the anvil, 
inertial forces act on the dogs to prevent their disengage 
ment movement which would reduce the e?iciency of the 
impact energy delivered to the anvil. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS 

The invention is described in connection with the ac 
companying drawings wherein: 
FIG. 1 is an elevational view of a rotary impact wrench 

having portions cut away to show the impact clutch of this 
invention in section; 
FIGS. 2 to 5 are sections taken on corresponding lines 

2-2 to 5--5 in FIG. 1; 
FIG. 6 is a section taken on line 6——6 in FIG. 1 except 

that the hammer dogs are shown in their free or non 
impacting position; 
FIG. 7 is an axial section taken on line 7—7 in FIG. 3; 
FIGS. 8, 9 and 10 are schematic views showing the 

hammer dog, anvil and cam systems in sequential posi 
tions prior to and at the moment of impact; 
FIGS. 11 to 13 are sequential views showing the ham 

mer dog and anvil during and following impact; 
FIGS. 14 and 15 are schematic views similar to FIGS. 

8 to 10 illustrating the components when the impact 
mechanism is rotated in the opposite direction from that 
shown in FIGS. 8 to 10; and 
FIG. 16 is a schematic view illustrating the path of the 

eccentric pin as it moves past the hammer cam tang and 
the hammer stop pin. 

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

The rotary impact wrench 1 shown in FIG. 1 conven 
tionally includes a casing 2 including a nose portion 3, 
a motor portion 4 and a handle portion 5. The nose 
portion 3 carries a spindle 6 projecting from its front end, 
the motor portion 4 houses an air motor having a drive 
shaft 7 and the handle portion carries an operating trigger 
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4 
8 and an inlet connection 9 adapted to be attached to an 
air hose for feeding air to the motor. The spindle 6 carries 
?ats 10 adapting it to be attached to a conventional wrench 
socket (not shown). All of the foregoing structure is 
conventional in the rotary impact wrench art. 
The motor shaft 7 is connected to the wrench spindle 

by a novel rotary impact clutch 12 which is the subject 
of this invention. In general, the clutch 12 includes a 
hammer 14 rotating around an anvil 15. The hammer 14 
is driven by the motor shaft 7 and the anvil 15 is in 
tegrally ?xed to the spindle 6. 
The hammer 14 includes a hammer cage or carrier 17 

having a rear plate 18, a front plate 19 and a pair of 
interconntcting braces 20. The rear plate 18 is journaled 
on a stub shaft 21 at the rear end of the anvil 15. This 
stub shaft 21 has a reduced diameter. The front plate 19 
is journaled on an enlarged annulus 22 provided on the 
forward portion of the anvil 15. To this point in the 
description, the hammer cage 17 is free to rotate around 
the anvil 15. 
The anvil 15 carries a pair of axially extending fan 

shaped jaws, teeth, detents or abutments 24 located di 
ametrically opposite each other. These jaws 24 are posi 
tioned intermediate the rear and front plates 18 and 19 
of the hammer cage 17. In describing the jaws 24 as 
fan-shaped, it is meant that they project generally radially 
outward from the anvil 15 with their sides diverging out 
wardly like a sector of a cylinder. The jaws 24 are adapted 
to receive rotary impacts or blows from the hammer 14. 
The hammer cage 17 carries a pair of arcuate shaped 

hammer dogs 25 tiltably mounted on longitudinal pivot 
pins 26 extending between the rear and front plates 18 
and 19 of the cage 17. The hammer dogs 25 are located 
at opposite diametrical locations in the cage 17 with the 
cage braces 20 positioned 90 degrees from the pivot pins 
26 so the dogs 25 are free to tilt without interference with 
the braces 20. The hammer dogs 25 carry radially diverg 
ing end surfaces 27 adapted to substantially conform to 
the jaws 24 on the anvil 15 so that they can tilt inwardly 
as shown in FIG. 5 and engage the jaws 24, to strike an 
impact or rotary blow to the anvil 15. It will be noted 
that the surfaces 27 have a slight arcuate curve. The 
hammer dogs 25 have three positions including a mid 
position as shown in FIG. 6, wherein the hammer 14 can 
rotate freely around the anvil without the dogs 25 striking 
a blow, a clockwise impact position, as shown in FIG. 3, 
wherein the dogs 25 tilt forwardly and inwardly to strike 
a blow in the clockwise rotary direction and a counter 
clockwise direction wherein they tilt forwardly and in 
wardly in the counterclockwise direction. 
_ As shown FIG. 2, the rear plate 18 of the cage 17 
is cruciform-shaped and has a pair of larger diametrically 
extending arms 29 which carry the hammer dog pins 26. 
A driver fork 30 is keyed to the motor shaft 7 and 
includes ?ngers 31 projecting longitudinally forward be 
tween the cruciform-shaped projections of the rear plate 
18 of the hammer cage 17. The ?ngers 31 are positioned 
to engage the side edges of the large arms 29 on the cage 
rear plate 118 to drive the hammer 14. The ?ngers 31 are 
spaced to provide an amount of lost motion between the 
driver fork 30 and the hammer 14. 
Each ?nger 31 of the driver fork 30 carries a stop 

pin 32, as shown in FIG. 7, projecting forward from the 
end of the ?nger 31 and adapted to engage against a 
shoulder 33, shown in FIG. 8, provided on the end of 
a hammer dog 25 to prevent the dog from tilting in the 
Wrong direction when rotating in a given direction. The 
lost motion of the driver fork 30 on the hammer 14 allows 
the pins 32 to move from one stop position to another 
relative to the hammer dogs 25 when the rotation of the 
hammer 14 is reversed. 
The hammer dogs 25 are interconnected by a bar 

shaped yoke 35 having its middle pivoted _on the stub 
shaft 21 at the rear end of the anvil 15 and having 
diametrically extending arms carrying yoke pins 36. The 
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yoke pins 36 are straddled by bifurcated tongues 37 which 
are ?xed to and project inwardly from the hammer dogs 
25. The yoke 35 holds or locks the hammer dogs 25 in 
identical positions. In addition, the yoke 35 can be pivoted 
to move the hammer dogs 25 to their impact position. 
This movement is accomplished by a unique cam system. 
The middle of the anvil 15 carrying the jaws 24 is 

joined or interconnected to the rear end stub shaft 21 by 
an anvil eccentric 39. An eccentric ring 40 is journaled 
on the anvil eccentric 39 and carries a pair of eccentric 
cam pins 41 located at diametrically opposed positions 
and projecting rearwardly into the circular path of the 
yoke 36. One side of the yoke 35 carries a pair of hook 
shaped cams 44 located near the opposite ends of the 
yoke 35. The hammer cage rear plate 18 carries a hammer 
cam tang 45 projecting forward into the circular path 
of the yoke 35 and the eccentric cam pins 41. 
As the hammer rotates, the entire cam system rotates 

with it. This includes the yoke 35, the eccentric ring 40 
and the hammer cam tang 45. As the eccentric ring 40 
rotates, it also orbits eccentrically around the hammer 
axis. This eccentric movement will eventually cause the 
cam pins 41 to engage between an edge of the hammer 
cam tang 45 and a hook cam 44 on the yoke 35 forcing 
the yoke 35 to tilt the hammer dogs 25 forwardly and 
inwardly to an impact position. The eccentric 39 is posi 
tioned so that this tilting of the hammer dogs 25 will 
occur as they near the jaws 24 on the anvil 15. This tilt 
ing of the hammer dogs 25 inwardly to their impact 
position, will occur only once during a full revolution of 
the hammer 14. After the hammer dogs 25 are tilted 
inwardly, the eccentric pins 41 release the yoke 35 before 
the dogs 25 impact the anvil jaws 24 so the dogs 25 are 
free to move to their mid-position following impact. 
The sequential FIGS. 8, 9 and 10 illustrate the opera 

tion of the cam system. ‘FIG. 8 shows a hammer dog 25 
in its non-impact position passing over one of the anvil 
jaws 24 and about 100 degrees from its position of impact 
with the opposite anvil jaws 24. At this time, one of the 
eccentric pins 41 is beginning to engage a hook-shaped 
yoke cam 44 while the other eccentric pin 41 is engaging 
the hammer cam tang 45. Both of the eccentric pins 41 
must engage their respective cam surfaces 44 and 45 
before they can apply any force in moving the hammer 
dogs 25 inwardly to their impact positions. 
As the hammer dog 25 continues to rotate, the yoke 35, 

the eccentric ring 40 and the hammer cam tang 45 also 
rotates with the hammer dog 25. FIG. 9 shows the 
hammer dog 25 about 30 degrees from its position of 
impact with the anvil jaw 24. At this time the hammer 
dog is tilting inwardly toward an impact position. This 
tilting movement is caused by the stationary eccentric 39 
forcing the eccentric ring 40 to translate to the left (as 
shown in FIG. 9) of the hammer axis 47 which forces 
the yoke 35 to rotate counterclockwise relative to the 
hammer dog a slight amount which is sufficient to tilt 
the dog 25 inwardly. As soon as the hammer dog 25 
completes its inward tilting movement, which occurs on 
the inner peak of the hook-shaped cam 44, the cam 44 
is contoured so as to stop the relative movement of the 
yoke 35 and the hammer cam tang 45 releases its 
eccentric pin 45 so that the yoke 35 is free from the 
application of further tilting forces. The moment of 
release is selected so that the hammer dog 25 is still tilt 
ing inwardly and will continue tilting inwardly until just 
before it strikes the anvil jaw 24 as shown in FIG. 10. 
In this way, the hammer dog 25 cannot begin tilting out 
wardly prior to impact with the anvil 15. 
At the moment of impact, as shown in FIG. 10, the 

eccentric pins 41 are disengaged from the hook-shaped 
yoke cam 44 and the hammer cam tang 45 so that the 
hammer dog 25 is free to tilt outward following impact. 
The hammer cage rear plate 18 carries a stop pin 48 
located outwardly of the hammer cam tang 45 to prevent 
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6 
the eccentric ring 40 from rotating past the hammer cam 
tang 45 to the other side of the hammer cam tang during 
rebound of the hammer dog 25 following impact. 
At this point it may ‘be well to more fully explain the 

action of the hammer dog 25 during impact and follow 
ing the impact. The hammer dog 25 is shaped and sized 
so that the surface 27 will not lock against the anvil 
jaw 24 in case the tool motor is started when these sur 
faces are in engagement. This is accomplished by sizing 
the hammer so that the engagement line of force action 
between the hammer dog surface 27 and the anvil jaw 
will extend radially outward from the axis of the pivot 
pin 26. This force line is shown in FIG. 10 as dotted line 
50 and is normal to the line of engagement between the 
hammer dog surface 27 and the anvil jaw 24. Due to 
the arcuate curvature of the surface 27, the engagement 
between the surface 27 and jaw 24 is limited to “line con 
tact” extending generally parallel to the axis of the tool. 
Actually, this “line contact” will be enlarged from a true 
“line contact” due to the resiliency of the metal surfaces. 
This engagement force line 50 is called a “non-locking” 
force line. 
As a result of the “non-locking” force line 50, one 

could presume that the impact engagement between the 
hammer dog 25 and the anvil jaw 24 would tend to cam 
these surfaces out of engagement and thereby reduce the 
ef?ciency of the impact blow. However, this is not true. 
Instead, the hammer dog 25 is subject to forces which 
tend to tilt it further inwardly at the moment of impact. 
This result is attributed to the fact that the center of 
percussion 49 of the hammer dog 25 is located radially out 
wardly from the engagement force line 50 and the axis 
of the pivot pin 26, as shown in FIG. 10. 

In general, it can be said that the inertial forces of 
the hammer dog 25 form a resultant force acting for 
wardly through the center of percussion 49 of the ham 
mer dog 25 at the moment of impact. This resultant force 
acting through the center of percussion 49 is strong 
enough at the instant of impact to overcome the force of 
engagement acting along the ‘force engagement line 50 
and the torque force delivered by the pivot pin 26 to 
form a force couple tending to tilt the hammer dog 25 
further inwardly toward its impact position. This force 
couple is illustrated in FIG. 10 and is the combination 
of the resultant force acting through the center of per 
cussion 49 and the moment arm of the resultant force 
relative to the axis of the hammer dog 25. The mass and 
proportions of the hammer dog 25 are such that will 
provide a sufficient resultant inertial force to prevent 
the hammer dog 25 from disengaging during impact. 
FIGS. 11, 12 and 13 illustrate the sequence of move 

ment of the hammer dog 25 following impact. FIG. 11 
shows the hammer dog 25 at the moment of impact. 
FIG. 12 shows the hammer dog 25 during its rebounding 
movement in a counterclockwise direction. ‘Following im 
pact, the hammer dog 25 is driven backwardly or rear 
wardly in a counterclockwise direction, as a result of 
the resiliency of the elements placed under stress by the 
impact. These elements will include the anvil 15, the 
socket (not shown) attached to the spindle 6 and the 
fastener being driven by the wrench 1. At the same time, 
the motor is applying a clockwise torque force to the 
hammer dog 25 attempting to slow down its rebounding 
travel and eventually to drive it forwardly in the clock 
wise direction. The combination of these actions forms 
a force couple tending to tilt the hammer dog 25 radially 
outward to its non-impact position. This force couple is 
explained as follows. 
When the hammer dog 25 is moving in the rebounding 

direction, as shown in FIG. 12, and is subject to a de 
celeration force, inertial forces are created which form 
a resultant force acting rearwardly generally through the 
center of percussion 49. This deceleration or slow-down 
force is applied by the motor through the axis of the 
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pivot pin 26. These two forces form a force couple which 
is illustrated in FIGS. 12 and 13. 

This force couple continues to act on the hammer dog 
during its rebound and after it begins moving forward 
again. When the hammer dog 25 stops moving rearwardly, 
in the counterclockwise direction, its inertial forces resist 
‘acceleration by the pivot pin 26 to continue creating the 
same force couple. This force couple causes the hammer 
dog 25 to complete its outward tilting movement to its 
non-impact position well before the leading end 27 of 
the hammer dog 25 approaches and passes the anvil 
jaw 24 as shown in FIG. 13 so that the hammer dog 25 
is free to pass the anvil jaw 24 without again engaging it. 

It should be clear that the action of the hammer dog 
25 in automatically tilting outwardly to its non-impact 
position following impact is the result of locating the 
center of percussion of the hammer dog 25 radially out 
wardly from the axis of the pivot pin 26. 
At this time, we want to make it clear that the re 

sultant force of the hammer dog 25 probably does not 
act exactly through the center of percussion 49 due to 
the effect of other mass forces connected in the hammer 
system. However, we have found that this resultant is 
near enough to the center of percussion 49‘ to presume 
that it is at the center of percussion 49 for the purposes 
of explaining and claiming this invention. The center 
of percussion 49 has a de?nite relationship to the center 
of mass of the hammer dog 25 and therefore this inven 
tion can also be explained in terms of the center of 
mass. 

Following impact, the hammer dog 25 will rotate one 
full turn about the anvil 15 before again impacting the 
anvil 15. This action is due to the fact that the cam 
system will only tilt the dogs 25 inwardly to their impact 
position once during each revolution of the hammer 14. 

It should be noted that the hammer 14‘ can rebound 
two full turns before striking an impact in the reverse 
direction. Since the maximum rebound of a rotary im 
pact tool is normally less than a one-half turn, this mech 
anism ‘will never strike a reverse blow during rebound. 
The reason why the mechanism will not strike a reverse 

blow during less than two full turns of rebound move 
ment, will be understood ‘by explaining the movement 
of the hammer in a reverse direction. 

If we assume that the clutch mechanism 12 is posi 
tioned as shown in FIG. 10 and the motor is reversed, 
the hammer 14 will rotate in the counterclockwise direc 
tion almost two full turns before the hammer dog 25 
is again tilted inwardly to strike the opposite side of the 
‘anvil jaw 24. During one full turn, the eccentric ring 40 
swings relatively clockwise past the hammer stop pin 
48. In order for this to occur, the eccentric ring 40 must 
be translated to the left as shown in FIG. 10 in order 
for the eccentric pin 41 to clear the hammer stop pin 
48 and this can only occur during one full revolution 
of the hammer 14 around the anvil. 
FIG. 14 shows the eccentric pin 41 clearing the stop 

pin 48 during its ?rst revolution in the counterclockwise 
direction. FIG. 16 illustrates the path of the eccentric 
pin 41 betwen its position shown in FIG. 10 and the 
position shown in FIG. 15, when the hammer dog 25 
strikes an impact to the anvil 15. After eccentric pin 41 
clears the stop pin 48, it is captured in the concave rear 
side of the hammer tang 45 for a portion of the travel 
of the hammer 14. Finally, after the hammer rotates 
about one revolution, the eccentric pin will move to the 
left of the hammer tang 45, as shown in FIG. 16, wherein 
it can operate to tilt the hammer dog 25 into impact 
position during the next revolution of the hammer 14. 
One advantage of the requirement of two turns before 

striking the ?rst impact blow, is that the motor can ac 
celerate the hammer to a higher speed to create a stronger 
?rst blow. This action can be useful in removing fas 
teners when a very strong ?rst blow is necessary to start 
moving the fastener. If the ?rst blow does not move 
the fastener, an operator can again reverse the motor 
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to rotate a few turns in the opposite direction and then 
reverse it to obtain another strong blow. This operation 
can be performed again and again when necessary. The 
point is that the wrench is capable of providing a much 
stronger blow than its normal blow or impact, and that 
this capability is useful at times. 
Although a single embodiment of the invention is il 

lustrated and described, it should be understood that the 
invention is not limited thereto and that various changes 
may be made in the design and arrangement of the parts 
without departing from the spirit and scope of the in 
vention as set forth in the claims. 

I claim: 
1. An impact mechanism comprising: 
a rotary carrier adapted to be driven; 
an anvil rotatably and coaxially mounted adjacent said 

carrier and having a jaw; 
a hammer dog movably mounted on said carrier ad 

jacent said anvil and movable radially inwardly from 
a ?rst position wherein it clears said anvil jaw as the 
carrier rotates around said anvil to a second position 
wherein it will engage and strike a blow to said anvil 
jaw; and 

actuation means interconnected between said anvil and 
hammer dog for moving said hammer dog inwardly 
to said second position to strike an impact blow to 
said anvil, said means allowing said hammer dog 
to pass said anvil jaw without engaging it during a 
portion of the rotation of said carrier following the 
striking of a blow. 

2. The impact mechanism of claim 1 wherein: 
said anvil carries a second jaw which is circumferen 

tially spaced from said first jaw and said actuation 
means allows said hammer dog to pass said second 
jaw without striking it following an impact with said 
?rst jaw. 

3. An impact mechanism comprising: 
a rotary carrier rotatably mounted on an axis and 

adapted to be driven; - 
an anvil rotatably and coaxially mounted adjacent said 

carrier and having a radially projecting jaw; 
a hammer dog pivoted on said carrier adjacent said an 

vil and movable radially inwardly from a ?rst posi 
tion wherein it clears said anvil jaw as it rotates 
around said anvil to a second position wherein it will 
engage and strike a blow to said anvil jaw; and 

actuation means interconnected between said anvil and 
hammer dog for swinging said hammer dog inwardly 
to said second position to strike an impact blow to 
said anwil, said means allowing said hammer dog to 
pass said anvil jaw without engaging it during a por 
tion of the rotation of said carrier following the strik 
ing of a blow. 

4. A rotary impact tool clutch mechanism comprising: 
a rotary hammer carrier adapted to be driven by a 

rotary motor; 
an anvil rotatably and coaxially mounted adjacent said 
hammer carrier and having a pair of diametrically 
opposed jaws; 

a pair of hammer dogs movably mounted on said ham 
mer carrier on the opposite sides of the hammer car 
rier axis and adapted to move inwardly to strike si 
multaneous impact blows to said jaws on said anvil; 
and 

actuation means interconnected between said anvil and 
hammer dogs for automatically moving said ham 
mer dogs inwardly as they approach said anvil jaws 
to strike said impact blows, said means allowing said 
hammer dogs to pass said anvil jaws without engage~ 
ment on the next time they approach said anvil jaws 
following the striking of said impact blows. 

5. A rotary impact tool clutch mechanism comprising: 
a rotary hammer carrier adapted to be driven by a 

rotary motor; 
an anvil rotatably and coaxially mounted adjacent said 
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hammer carrier and having a pair of diametrically 
opposed jaws; 

a pair of hammer dogs pivotably mounted on said ham 
mer carrier on the opposite sides of the hammer 
carrier axis and adapted to pivot inwardly to strike 
simultaneous impact blows to said jaws on said anvil; 
and 

actuation means interconnected between said anvil and 
hammer dogs for automatically pivoting said ham 
mer dogs inwardly as they approach said anvil jaws 
to strike said impact blows, said means allowing said 
hammer dogs to pass said anvil jaws without striking 
impact blows during a portion of the rotation of the 
carrier following the striking of said impact blows. 

6. The impact mechanism of claim 5 wherein: 
said anvil is surrounded by said carrier. 
7. The impact mechanism of claim 6 wherein: 
said hammer dogs are pivoted on axes which extend 

parallel to the rotation axis of said hammer carrier. 
8. The impact mechanism of claim 6 wherein: 
said hammer dogs have non-impact positions wherein 

said hammer carrier can rotate around said anvil 
without said hammer dogs engaging said anvil. 

9. The impact mechanism of claim 8 wherein: 
said hammer carrier includes front and rear plates jour 

naled on portions of said anvil. 
10. An impact mechanism comprising: 
a carrier rotatably mounted on an axis and adapted 

to be driven; 
an anvil rotatably and coaxially mounted adjacent said 

carrier and having a radially projecting jaw; 
a hammer dog pivoted on said carrier adjacent to said 

anvil and tiltable between a middle and ?rst position 
wherein it clears said anvil jaw as it rotates around 
said anvil, a second position wherein it will engage 
and strike a blow to said anvil jaw as said carrier 
rotates in a clockwise direction and a third position 
wherein it will engage and strike a blow to said 
anvil jaw as said carrier rotates in a counterclock 
wise direction; and 

limit means mounted on said carrier and operative to 
prevent said hammer dog from swinging to said third 
position when said carrier is driven in a clockwise 
direction. 

11. The impact mechanism of claim 10 wherein: 
said limit means also serves to drive said carrier. 
12. The impact mechanism of claim 10 wherein: 
said limit means is operative to prevent said hammer 

dog from swinging to said second position when said 
carrier is driven in a counterclockwise direction. 

13. The impact mechanism of claim 12 wherein: 
said limit means engages said carrier and includes a 

stop means adapted to engage said hammer dog to 
prevent the hammer dog from moving to said second 
or third positions depending upon the direction of 
rotation of said carrier. 

14. The impact mechanism of claim 13 wherein: 
said limit means is a driver which engages said carrier 

for driving it in a manner providing a limited amount 
of rotary lost motion between said driver and said 
carrier, whereby said stop means will move between 
two different positions relative to said carrier depend 
ing on the rotary driving direction of said driver. 

15. The impact mechanism of claim 14 wherein: 
said driver includes a pair of circularly spaced stop pins 
moving to alternate positions relative to said hammer 
dog in opposite driving directions of the carrier. 

16. An impact wrench mechanism comprising: 
a carrier rotatably mounted on an axis and adapted to 

be driven; 
an anvil rotatably and coaxially mounted adjacent said 

carrier and having a radially projecting jaw with an 
impact surface; 

a hammer dog pivoted on said carrier on an axis ex 
tending substantially parallel to said carrier axis ad 
jacent to said anvil and tiltable radially inward from 
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10 
a non-impact position to an impact position to engage 
said anvil jaw as said carrier rotates, said hammer 
dog having an impact surface adapted to impact said 
anvil jaw impact surface, and said hammer dog be 
ing positioned, proportioned and having a mass and 
a center of percussion location which will cause the 
creation of a resultant inertial force couple acting 
on said hammer dog during the rebound of said 
hammer dog and carrier following an impact vwhich 
will urge said hammer dog to tilt outwardly to its 
non-impact position and to remain in that position as 
the carrier begins rotation forward. 

17. The impact mechanism of claim 16 including: 
a second hammer dog similar to the ?rst hammer dog 

pivoted on said carrier diametrically opposite said 
?rst hammer dog and a second jaw similar to the ?rst 
jaw located on said anvil diametrically relative to 
said ?rst jaw. 

18. An impact mechanism comprising: 
a carrier rotatably mounted on an axis and adapted to 

be driven; 
an anvil rotatably and coaxially mounted adjacent said 

carrier and having a radially projecting jaw; 
a hammer dog pivoted on said carrier adjacent said 

anvil and tiltable between a middle and ?rst posi 
tion wherein it clears said anvil jaw as it rotates 
around said anvil, a second position wherein it will 
engage and strike a blow to said anvil jaw as said 
carrier rotates in a clockwise direction and a third 
position wherein it will engage and strike a blow 
to said anvil as said carrier rotates in a counterclock 
wise direction; and 

actuation means interconnected between said anvil and 
hammer dog and operative to tilt said hammer dog to 
said second position when said carrier is driven in 
a clockwise direction to cause said hammer dog to 
strike an impact blow to said anvil jaw. 

19. The impact mechanism of claim 18 wherein: 
said actuation means is operative to tilt said hammer 
dog to said third position when said carrier is driven 
in a counterclockwise direction to cause said hammer 
dog to strike an impact blow to said anvil jaw. 

20. A rotary impact tool clutch mechanism compris 
ing: 
a rotary hammer carrier adapted to be driven by a 

rotary motor; 
an anvil rotatably and coaxially mounted within said 
hammer carrier and having a pair of diametrically 
opposed jaws; 

a pair of hammer dogs pivotably mounted on said 
hammer carrier on the opposite sides of the hammer 
cage axis and adapted to pivot inwardly to strike 
simultaneous impact blows to said jaws on said anvil; 

cam means interconnected between said anvil and ham 
mer dogs for automatically pivoting said hammer 
dogs inwardly as they approach said anvil jaws to 
strike said impact blows, said cam means allowing 
said hammer dogs to pass said anvil jaws without 
striking impact blows during a portion of the rota 
tion of the carrier following the striking of said im~ 
pact blows and including a link member intercon 
necting said hammer dogs together for simultaneous 
rotation. 

21. The impact tool mechanism of claim 20 wherein: 
said cam means includes a cam surface on said anvil 

and interconnecting means interconnecting said cam 
surface to surfaces on said carrier and said link 
member to pivot said hammer dogs inwardly to im 
pact position. 

22. The impact tool mechanism of claim 21 wherein: 
said interconnecting means rotates on said anvil sur 

face. 
23. The impact tool mechanism of claim 22. wherein: 
said cam surface is an eccentric ?xed on said anvil and 

said interconnecting means is a ring journaled on 
said eccentric. 
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24. The impact tool mechanism of claim 23 wherein: 
said link member is journaled on said anvil and rotates 

with said hammer dogs. 
25. The impact tool mechanism of claim 24 wherein: 
said ring journaled on said eccentric is disengaged from 

said surfaces on said carrier and said link member 
after said hammer dogs are pivoted inwardly and 
before said hammer dogs engage said jaws. 

26. An impact mechanism comprising: 
a carrier rotatably mounted on an axis and adapted 

to be driven; 
an anvil rotatably and coaxially mounted adjacent said 

carrier and having a radially projecting jaw; 
a hammer dog pivoted on said carrier adjacent said 

anvil and tiltable between a middle and ?rst posi 
tion wherein it clears said anvil jaws as it rotates 
around said anvil, a second position wherein it will 
engage and strike a blow to said anvil jaw as said 
carrier rotates in a clockwise direction and a third 
position ‘wherein it will engage and strike a blow to 
said anvil as said carrier rotates in a counterclock 
wise direction; and 

actuation means interconnected between said anvil and 
hammer dog and operative to tilt said hammer dog 
to said second position when said carrier is driven 
in a clockwise direction to cause said hammer dog 
to strike an impact blow to said anvil jaw at least 
once each complete revolution of said carrier; 

said actuation means being operative to allow said car— 
rier to rotate more than one revolution before strik 
ing an impact when initially reversed after rotating 
in the opposite direction, thus enabling said hammer 
dog to strike an initial impact which is substantially 
more powerful than its normal impact. 

27. An impact wrench mechanism comprising: 
a carrier rotatably mounted on an axis and adapted to 

be driven; 
an anvil rotatably and coaxially mounted adjacent said 

carrier and having a radially projecting jaw; 
a hammer dog pivoted on said carrier on an axis ex 

tending substantially parallel to said carrier axis ad 
jacent to said anvil and tiltable radially inward to 
engage said jaw as said carrier rotates, said hammer 
dog being positioned and shaped so that it impacts 
said jaw generally along a force line displaced radial 
ly outward from the axis of the hammer dog pivot 
causing the creation of a camming force acting on 
the hammer dog tending to cause it to tilt outwardly 
to disengage said jaw during said impact, and said 
hammer dog being also positioned, proportioned and 
having a mass and a mass center location which will 
cause the creation of inertia forces acting on said 
hammer dog during the instant of said impact which 
will overcome said camming force and will prevent 
said hammer dog from tilting outwardly during the 
instant of impact. 

28. An impact wrench mechanism comprising: 
carrier rotatably mounted on an axis and adapted to be 

driven; 
an anvil rotatably and coaxially mounted adjacent said 

carrier and having a radially projecting jaw with an 
impact surface; 

a hammer dog pivoted on said carrier on an axis ex 
tending substantially parallel to said carrier axis ad 
jacent to said anvil and tiltable radially inward to 
engage said jaw as said carrier rotates, said hammer 
dog having an impact surface adapted to engage said 
anvil jaw impact surface, the impact surfaces of said 
hammer dog and anvil jaw being shaped so that dur 
ing the impact of said hammer dog with said anvil, 
a camming force is created acting on the hammer dog 
tending to cause it to tilt outwardly to disengage 
said jaw during said impact, and said hammer dog 
being also positioned, proportioned and having a 
mass and a mass center location ‘which will cause the 
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creation of inertia forces acting on said hammer dog 
during the instant of said impact which will overcome 
said camming force and will prevent said hammer 
dog from tilting outwardly during the instant of im— 
pact. 

29. An impact wrench mechanism comprising: 
a carrier rotatably mounted on an axis and adapted 

to be driven; 
an anvil rotatably and coaxially mounted adjacent said 

carrier and having a radially projecting jaw with an 
impact surface; 

a hammer dog pivoted on said carrier on an axis ex 
tending substantially parallel to said carrier axis ad 
jacent to said anvil and tiltable radially inward to 
engage said jaw as said carrier rotates, said hammer 
dog having an impact surface adapted to engage said 
anvil jaw impact surface, the impact surfaces of said 
hammer dog and anvil jaw being shaped so that dur 
ing the impact of said hammer dog with said anvil, 
a camming force is created acting on the hammer 
dog tending to cause it to tilt outwardly to disengage 
said jaw during said impact, and said hammer dog 
being also positioned, proportioned and having a 
mass and a center of percussion location which will 
cause the creation of a resultant inertial force couple 
acting on said hammer dog during the instant of said 
impact which will prevent said hammer dog from 
tilting outwardly during the instant of impact. 

30. An impact wrench mechanism comprising: 
a carrier rotatably mounted on an axis and adapted 

to be driven; 
an anvil rotatably and coaxially mounted adjacent said 

carrier and having a radially projecting jaw with an 
impact surface; 

a hammer dog pivoted on said carrier on an axis ex 
tending substantially parallel to said carrier axis ad 
jacent to said anvil and tiltable radially inward to 
engage said jaw as said carrier rotates, said hammer 
dog having an impact surface adapted to engage said 
anvil jaw impact surface, the impact surfaces of said 
hammer dog and anvil jaw being shaped so that dur 
ing the impact of said hammer dog with said anvil, 
a camming force is created acting on the hammer 
dog along a force line located relative to the hammer 
dog axis to cause it to tilt outwardly to disengage 
said jaw during said impact, and said hammer dog 
being also positioned, proportioned and shaped to 
have a center of percussion location which provides 
a greater moment arm about said hammer dog axis 
for an inertial force opposing said camming force 
and acting through said center of percussion than 
the moment or of said camming force about said 
hammer dog axis. 

31. The impact wrench mechanism of claim 28 where 
in: 

said hammer dog is positioned, proportioned and has 
a mass and a mass center location which will cause 
the creation of inertia forces acting on said ham 
mer dog during the rebound of said hammer dog and 
carrier following an impact which will urge said 
hammer dog to tilt outwardly to its non-impact posi 
tion as the carrier begins rotating forward. 
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